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Noun Phrases 
 

Noun phrases play an important role in the grammar of modern English. They are the most 

common phrase to be used in constructing a sentence. They can function as subject, object, 

subject complement, and so on.  

 

The noun phrase is a group of two or more words that functions as a noun in a sentence. It is 

headed by a noun (a person, place, or thing) that also includes modifiers such as 'the,' 'a,' 'of 

them,' 'with her', etc. In another words, the noun phrase is a group of words that work together 

to name and describe a person, place, thing, or idea. When we look at the structure of writing, 

we treat a noun phrase the same way we treat a common noun. 

 

A noun phrase plays the role of a noun. In a noun phrase, the modifiers can come before or 

after the noun. 

Note: A noun phrase can also be headed by a pronoun. For example: 

• the dog with fleas 

• the one with fleas 

(This is a noun phrase headed by a pronoun.) 

In normal writing, nouns nearly always feature in noun phrases. It is rare to find a noun 

functioning by itself (i.e., without any modifiers) in a sentence. 

• Man proposes, but God disposes.  

(This example features two nouns without any modifiers. That's rare. In other words, 

there are no noun phrases in this example.) 

In real life, it is far more common for nouns to feature in noun phrases, i.e, to be accompanied 

by modifiers. 

Components of Noun Phrase 

Noun phrases can be divided into three main - pre-modifier, head and post-modifier. They have 

different functions in a noun phrase. Pre-Modification consists of (1) Pre-Determiner, (2) 

Determiner, (3) Quantifier/Numeral, (4) Adjective, (5) Noun Modifier. Post-Modification has 

(1) Prepositional Phrase, (2) Clause, (3) Adjective, (4) Adverb, (5) Non-finite clause, etc. 

However, head is the most important component in a noun phrase. It is an obligatory part in a 

noun phrase. The head of a phrase is the “key word which determines the properties of the 

phrase”. Accordingly, the head of a noun phrase is a noun. There are different classes of noun 

used as a head of noun phrases. They include proper noun, common noun, pronoun and 

numeral.  
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Diagrammatic Illustration of the Structure of Noun Phrase 
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